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ABSTRACT: Contracts specify the rights and obligations of the contracting parties. Information technologies can make e-contracting more efficient and effective. A process model for flexible B2B e-contracting is proposed that separates concerns by distinguishing function and communication perspectives of e-contracting processes supplemented with activity constraints. The model supports the elaboration of fully detailed e-contracting process specifications, coherent communication between contracting parties, and seamless coupling between the internal and external activities of a company.


Business process modeling aims at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of business processes executed in a company. Software applications with different levels of complexity are provided to coordinate and automate intra-organizational processes. Until recently, software applications modeling and supporting business processes were intra-organizational and thus limited to the scope of one company. With the rapid development of information technology, the possibility for supporting cross-organizational business processes has emerged. Research and standardization efforts have concentrated on modeling and realizing cross-organizational processes by supporting information systems [1, 9, 17, 26].

Business-to-business (B2B) contracting encompasses a collection of coherent intra- and cross-organizational activities. To the extent allowed by the level of information technology, there have been many attempts to realize information systems that can support contracting processes [6, 7, 17, 18, 24]. Unfortunately, none of these systems has the flexibility to support the complete range of contracting processes. This is mainly because of their reliance on fixed, structured models of the contracting process for automated contracting support. Contracting processes are far too complex and variable to be addressed through traditional process specifications. Consequently existing systems only support context-specific contracting processes and provide little flexibility in business relations.

This paper defines a general model for B2B e-contracting that can specify diverse and flexible e-contracting processes. The proposed model has three elements: a function perspective, a communication perspective, and constraint operators. The function perspective provides descriptions of e-contracting activities at multiple levels of abstraction. It supports process designers in the selection and specification of contracting activities. The communication perspective only provides descriptions of communication activities. It is used to define the communication activities in the function perspective. It also supports the proper configuration of communication activities in contracting process specifications. The operators are used to define constraints on the execution
of contracting activities. The model facilitates the definition of e-contracting process specifications that provide the necessary foundation for flexible support of contracting relations by contracting information systems. The model can also be used to analyze existing e-contracting process specifications. The discussion in this paper is based on ideas presented in [2].

Case Presentation

The on-line edition of the Dutch newspaper Telegraaf (www.telegraaf.nl) sells advertising space on its network of electronic editions. According to M. Udo, its on-line sales manager, Telegraaf publishes ads in return for a corresponding payment personal communication, 2005]. Its clients are usually large or medium-sized companies that want to advertise their products. A contract between Telegraaf and the advertiser is established for each ad campaign.

The contracting process is not strictly defined and allows flexibility to each party. A client will perform a number of activities. Figure 1 lists 12 activities typically performed by clients. The UML activity diagram shows one of the possible control flows for these activities.

In parallel, Telegraaf also performs a number of activities. Figure 2 lists 13 activities typically performed by Telegraaf. Again, a possible control flow for these activities is shown in a UML activity diagram.

E-Contracting Process Model: Requirements Analysis

Contracting is a complex process. Depending on the context, contracting processes can vary significantly even when performed by the same company. Changes in the business and legal contexts can necessitate changes in a company’s contracting process. The variability of contracting processes is a substantial problem for efforts to automate contracting. The e-contracting process specifications have to be flexible because of their variability, and this makes them highly complex. Moreover, the processes of the contracting parties have to be synchronized, and the parties have to have a common understanding of the processes performed. E-contracting aims at automating the traditional contracting process. This means that requirements on contract process specifications must also be applicable to e-contracting process specifications. In addition, e-contracting process specifications must be detailed, so that they can be automatically executed and managed by an information system.

Variability of Contracting Processes

The main aspects of variability of the contracting process are shown below.

- **Sequence of execution of activities**: The order in which contracting activities are executed depends on the company’s preferences or the contracting context. An example from the Telegraaf case is the
"send invoice" activity, which can be executed immediately after the contract is established, during the advertising campaign, or after the campaign (see Figure 2). The decision when to perform the activity depends on the context (e.g., the level of trustworthiness of the client). As this demonstrates, there may be numerous modeling possibilities for the sequence in which activities are executed.
• **Optional execution of activities:** Many activities are executed only in certain contracting contexts. For example, activities related to finding a party may be skipped if the parties already know each other from previous contacts. Thus, the context may sometimes make it possible to remove certain contracting activities from the contracting process specification. Furthermore, the execution of many activities is determined during the execution of a contracting process. In the *Telegraaf* case, the “make changes on advertisements” activity is performed only if the advertisements do not comply with *Telegraaf*’s requirements (see Figure 2).

• **Repetition of execution of activities:** Certain activities may be executed several times during an e-contracting process. For example, the “provide advertisement” activity must be executed at least once (see Figure 1), but if the advertising company revises the ad after submission, it will re-execute this activity in order to send the new version.

The variability of contracting processes means that it is not easy to define a detailed and complete e-processing contract model that will be applicable to every arbitrary party in every arbitrary context. The optional execution of activities indicates that some activities can easily be omitted from an e-contracting process model. Thus, explicit attention must be given to the *completeness* of an e-contracting process model. The variability of e-contracting processes indicates that two types of *flexibility* must be addressed in an e-contracting process model. First, the model must be flexible enough to support the definition of e-contracting processes in every possible business scenario. Second, companies must be able to design process specifications that are as open as possible to support the different scenarios in which they may have to establish trading relationships.

**Coherence of E-Contracting Processes**

A company’s contracting process must be in coherence with its *external* and *internal* processes. Coherence with external processes means that every party should perform its e-contracting process in harmony with the process of its counter-party. For example, *Telegraaf* requires an advance payment from its clients. Processes will not be coherent if *Telegraaf* expects payment before the advertising campaign but the client expects to pay after it begins. Contracting is often associated with the performance of a set of communication activities aimed at establishing and enacting a contract. However, in practice, contracting involves a large number of internal activities that precede or follow communication activities. These internal activities are an important part of the contracting process but are often omitted from the specifications. Thus, “coherence with internal processes” means coherence between communication contracting activities and internal contracting activities.
Requirements on an E-Contracting Process Model

Several requirements for an e-contracting process model follow from the preceding observations:

- **Requirement 1 (Detailed):** An e-contracting process model should provide a possibility for constructing detailed e-contracting process specifications—specifications that enable automatic execution and management by information systems.
- **Requirement 2 (Complete):** An e-contracting model should be complete, enabling companies to specify any domain- or company-specific contracting process.
- **Requirement 3 (Flexible):** An e-contracting model should support specification of contracting processes in all possible business scenarios.
- **Requirement 4 (Flexible specifications):** An e-contracting process model should allow the design of flexible e-contracting process specifications.
- **Requirement 5 (External coherence):** An e-contracting process model should support specification of coherent communications between contracting parties.
- **Requirement 6 (Internal coherence):** An e-contracting process model should guarantee seamless linking between internal and communication activities.

To summarize, an e-contracting process model should support the definition of detailed, complete, flexible, and (internally and externally) coherent e-contracting processes.

Possible Approaches

There are two existing approaches to the specification of e-contracting processes. The first approach specifies a structured, e-contracting process using traditional process-modeling techniques but cannot simultaneously satisfy Requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4 (as also in the context of negotiations between parties in [32]). Attempting to address these requirements will make the model uncontrollably complex and impossible to understand, and maintain. Consequently, contracting models based on traditional modeling techniques are either highly restrictive (and thus violate Requirements 2 and 4) or at a high level of abstraction (violating Requirements 1 and 4). Since flexibility and detail are a must for modeling e-contracting processes, this is unacceptable.

The second approach specifies parts of e-contracting processes in patterns. Each pattern contains a structured, abstracted specification of a process [4, 30]. A company instantiates predefined patterns that are applicable to its contracting context. In essence, this approach tries to resolve the violation of Requirements 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the first approach by providing structured specifications only of parts of the process. These parts are combined to form
the complete contracting process specification for the specific context. As a result, a company has the flexibility to compose contracting processes using “building blocks.” This approach is taken, for example, in RosettaNet, as well as by van Dijk and FIPA [12, 31]. It has two major problems. The first pertains to the selection of “building blocks.” Most patterns will cover one or more points of variability. Patterns have to be defined for all of the different scenarios that may take place over these points of variability. This results in a significant number of patterns. In order to create a contracting process based on patterns, one must have profound knowledge of the content of all the patterns and the relationships among them. This makes the selection and combination of patterns a complex task. The nature of patterns constitutes the second problem. Patterns only address common contracting activities (that is why they are called patterns) and omit contracting activities specific to a given company—thus violating Requirements 2 and 6.

This paper addresses the deficiencies of these two approaches by suggesting an approach based on the use of unstructured e-contracting process specifications. It goes a step further than the second approach discussed above by reducing the “building blocks” to single activities.

**Main Elements of the E-Contracting Process Model**

Two perspectives of the e-contracting process must be defined in order to provide a model that satisfies the requirements identified in the preceding section.

As stated in Requirement 2, special attention must be given to the completeness of the e-contracting process model. Completeness is attained by defining the function perspective. In this perspective, e-contracting activities are decomposed at different levels of abstraction. The function perspective provides a complete picture of the e-contracting activities to a certain level of decomposition. The level of decomposition in this paper suffices for modeling detailed e-contracting processes that can be automatically executed (see Requirement 1). The hierarchical presentation of the function perspective allows further decomposition. Issues specific to a particular business domain (e.g., the advertising domain) can be addressed in this way.

As stated in Requirements 5 and 6, an e-contracting model should guarantee coherence of cross-organizational activities as well as between cross- and intra-organizational activities. This is achieved by elaborating a communication perspective in addition to the function perspective. The communication perspective classifies communication activities and indicates their connection to internal activities. The communication perspective is a specialization tree. The construction of the communication perspective is based on speech-act theory (SAT) [3, 21, 29]. Using SAT, communications between parties can be coupled, and internal business processes can be coupled with the e-contracting communication activities to be modeled, thereby achieving coherent cross- and intra-organizational processes.

The activity leaves in the communication perspective are a subset of the activity leaves in the function perspective. The communication perspective
facilitates the process of defining coherent communication activities in the function perspective. It is used in constructing the last level of the function perspective where concrete communication activities are identified. The role of the communication perspective is not limited to the construction of the function perspective. It guides process designers in selecting communication activities from the function perspective. Also, as will be shown further on, any subsequent decomposition of leaves in the function perspective may uncover new communication activities. In these situations, the process designer uses the communication perspective to specialize the leaf activities of the function perspective to the emerging communication activities. For this reason, the communication perspective is an integral part of the proposed model.

As there are no relations defined between the activities from the function perspective, the model incorporates every possible e-contracting scenario (see Requirement 3). A set of constraint operators is provided to allow companies to model relations between activities. These operators enable companies to define constraints on activities that are applicable in their context. Constraints define basic relations between activities but leave freedom for innumerable execution paths, thus providing the flexibility required in e-contracting processes (see Requirement 4).

The two perspectives, in combination with the constraint operators, constitute a tool with which a business party can construct its own, flexible, complete, and detailed e-contracting process specifications. The model enables coherent communications between the parties.

**E-Contracting Process Model**

Our discussion of the e-contracting process model will begin with the function perspective, which is fundamental for the model. The communication perspective, described next, will be used in defining the model’s lower levels of detail. The results from the communication perspective finalize the description of the function perspective. Last, the third element of the model is presented: the operators for definition of constraints.

**Function Perspective**

The function perspective is a combination of decomposition associations and a subtyping hierarchy. There are three levels of abstraction in the hierarchy: phase, abstract activity, and concrete activity.

**Phase Level**

An e-contracting process consists of a number of phases. Researchers have taken different views of these phases (e.g., [14, 22]). This paper adopts the model proposed by Gisler, Stanoevska-Slabeva, and Greunz model because it reflects the best existing business practice [14]. The model consists of four
phases: information, pre-contracting, contracting, and enactment (see Figure 3). In the information phase, general preparations are made, information is collected and distributed, and potential partners are identified. In the pre-contracting phase, activities for collecting additional information and for determining whether to initiate negotiations with the other party are performed. In the contracting phase, the contract is negotiated and established. During the enactment phase, activities required for the exchange of values and for controlling the behavior of the parties are performed. Contract performance is evaluated at the end of the enactment phase. This general model of an e-contracting process, unlike other models, pays explicit attention to the legal aspects and legal requirements of the e-contracting process. This leads to the identification of the precontracting phase, which contains the gradual transition from activities that use documents that are not legally binding (e.g., an “invitation to treat”) to activities in the contracting phase that involve documents that are legally binding. For this reason, this general model was adopted at the highest level of abstraction of the function perspective.

The foremost industrial solutions, academic results, and standards in the field of e-contracting were consulted in the course of this work (e.g., [7, 9, 14, 19, 22, 24, 26, 27]). These efforts indicate certain requirements on the activities in the e-contracting process. For example, monitoring and control support during contract enactment are still not supported to their real potential, as already addressed in [7] and 24]. In decomposing the function perspective into second and third levels of detail, full consideration was given to the requirements on e-contracting processes already identified by industry and academia.

Abstract Activity Level

Each phase is decomposed to abstract activities. For example, the information phase is decomposed to information abstract activities (see Figure 3). Abstract activities, the second level of abstraction of the function perspective, are col-
lections of concrete activities (the third level of abstraction of the function perspective). An abstract activity is a set of concrete activities that together deliver a specific value to a party. Abstract activities are specialized according to the concrete activities performed in them (process aspect) and the data associated with these concrete activities (data aspect).

Specializations of information abstract activities. The information phase comprises two abstract activities: general preparations and partner identification.

- **General preparations**: At this initial stage, the parties prepare internally for the e-contracting process. They clarify their goals, limitations, and strategies, and define general contract provisions, contract templates, and the like.
- **Partner identification**: At this stage, the parties disseminate/about potential business partners. This information can be, for example, advertisements or requests for products/services. From a party’s point of view, a successful result of this stage is a collection of companies that, based on the information obtained, match its search criteria.

Specializations of precontracting abstract activities. The precontracting phase comprises three abstract activities: offer, customization, and party information.

- **Offer**: In order to get provisional contract information, consumers can request offers from suppliers. An offer is a document that provides information on the operational aspects of the exchange, and is accompanied by the general provisions of the company.
- **Customization**: After an offer is exchanged between companies, a company might request whether customization of the offer is possible.
- **Party information**: More information about a company may be required at any stage after the identification of the matching companies. In this activity, parties collect additional information about other companies, such as evaluations of previous contract activities, official information on the company state, and digital certificates. This information can be collected directly from the company or through a trusted third party (TTP), such as a national chamber of commerce or a reputation rating center [20, 23].

Specializations of the contracting abstract activities. In the contracting phase, the major abstract activity is negotiation. If negotiations on a contract lead to an agreement, a contract is signed and stored.

- **Negotiation**: In the negotiation activity, a contract for the exchange of values is negotiated.
- **Signing and storing**: When a contract is agreed upon, the parties have to sign it. Signing requires an exchange of the signed contract between the parties. The parties store the signed contract internally.
They may store it externally as well. For example, they may send it to a third party (e.g., notary).

Specializations of enactment abstract activities. In the enactment phase, the exchange value, monitoring and control, dispute resolution, and evaluation abstract activities are identified.

- **Value exchange**: At this stage, the supplier and consumer exchange the agreed values (products/services/money). The exchange of values can be preceded or accompanied by exchange of the data required for the performance of these activities.
- **Monitoring and control**: A party wants to be constantly aware of the status of contract performance, and of its rights and pending obligations. This awareness helps it to comply with the contract and adapt its behavior to changes in the environment. That is why parties monitor and control the enactment process [15, 23, 33].
- **Dispute resolution**: Parties may consciously or unconsciously violate the agreement. When noncompliance with the contract is detected, the parties exchange information on the disputed topic. If the information exchange does not lead to a resolution of the dispute, they may request dispute resolution from an arbitrator or a court [23].
- **Evaluation**: In this activity, the parties evaluate the business relationship. For example, a company might evaluate the counter-party’s level of compliance with the contract, the level of compliance of its business processes with the contract [16], and so on. This evaluation serves to improve future contract activities of the companies and, when externally shared, to give information to other companies about the contracting potential of the party. Trusted third parties (e.g., reputation rating centers) can collect and maintain externally shared evaluations.

Decomposition and specialization of abstract activities result in the third level of the function perspective—level of concrete activities (not shown in Figure 3). The explanations of the abstract activities used **boldface** to indicate that certain abstract activities involve communications between parties. Thus, decomposition of abstract activities into concrete activities requires explicit modeling of communication activities (i.e., activities that send or receive messages) between companies. As already explained, the communication perspective is used to specialize the communication activities in the third level of the function perspective.

**Communication Perspective**

The communication perspective facilitates the specialization of abstract activities in the function perspective to concrete cross-organizational activities. It guides companies in designing communication activities. It standardizes the specification of communication activities, thereby enabling the parties to attain
coherence in communications with one another. Finally, it supports companies in linking their communication and internal activities. As will be explained below, the communication perspective is based on speech-act theory.

**Speech-Act Theory in E-Contracting**

Speech-act theory is a theoretical approach researched and used by many cognitive sciences. Although it originated in nontechnical research domains [3, 29], recent research efforts have shown that SAT can be beneficial for the domain of information technology. Its potential to facilitate the construction of automated, coherent messaging between information systems has already been observed [13, 21]. As summarized by Kimbrough and Moore, SAT consists of three basic elements: the decomposition of speech acts, the F(P) framework, and the F framework [21].

Every speech act can be seen as a composition of four actions. The first action is the action of utterance (the *utterance act*)—the speaker’s action of producing information. Next, the hearer has to infer the proposition uttered by the speaker (the *locutionary act*). Third is the hearer’s inferring of the attitude the speaker put into the utterance act (the *illocutionary act*). Fourth and last is the *perlocutionary act*—activities performed by the hearer that result from the speaker’s utterance act.

The F(P) framework in SAT expresses the fact that almost every illocutionary act “involves an expression by the speaker of a propositional attitude towards some (possibly complex) proposition” [21] (where F is the illocutionary force on the proposition P). This framework is mostly used as a foundation for the construction of complex expressions containing multiple propositions and illocutionary forces. As it is of no importance for the approach proposed in this paper, it will not be discussed any further.

During e-contracting, the parties communicate with other contracting parties and with parties not part of the contract relation (third parties). As the goal is specification of communications between parties, the employment of SAT as a theoretical base on which communications can be viewed is a logical step. The suitability of SAT as a base for automation of communications between information systems is treated at length by Kimbrough and Moore [21]. The decomposition of speech acts as defined in SAT is employed to identify speech acts that are part of an e-contracting process.

An e-contracting party can perform one or the other of two possible classes of utterance acts to initiate a communication with another party: it can either request information or produce information (i.e., inform) [25]. These communication-initiating activities are usually preceded by internal activities (e.g., the decision process to request certain information). In Figure 4, utterance acts are denoted in gray and internal activities in white.

A *request* act by a party (Party A) is processed and interpreted by its counterparty (Party B). In line with SAT, an utterance act is followed by locutionary and illocutionary acts. In Figure 4, these acts are called “process and interpret request.” After message processing and interpretation, a party decides whether to react to the request and, if so, what the response will be (the perlocutionary act). In
this step, a company will initially perform internal perlocutionary activities like “take decision” (whether to react/how to react) and “prepare response.” As these internal activities may vary among companies, they are simply called “internal activities” in Figure 4. When a decision is taken to react, the company may react to the request internally (react with an internal activity), externally (with a respond utterance act), or both. When a perlocutionary act leads to an utterance act, a new speech act is initiated. The response is processed and interpreted by Party A, the receiver. Party A analyzes it and may react with another utterance act or only internally, within the boundaries of the company. When the reaction is an utterance act, the counter-party receives this reaction, processes and interprets it, and subsequently can again react with an utterance act or stop the communication process and react only internally. Thus, the request utterance act can be followed by a response utterance act and subsequently by an unlimited number of reaction utterance acts (reaction to the response, reaction to the reaction, etc.). Although one might argue that a response is a type of reaction, it is considered separately because it has its own specific semantics. A response utterance act is a reaction to a request for information, whereas a react utterance act is a reaction to received information. For this reason, the respond utterance act is considered to be a separate class.

The inform act is performed to deliver information to the counter-party. It is processed and interpreted by the counter-party. If necessary, the party will react internally or externally.

To summarize, two types of conversations can exist in an e-contracting scenario. The first is a request, followed by a response, followed by a reaction to the response (which can be followed by a reaction to the reaction, and so
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The second is an inform act followed by a reaction (which can be followed by a reaction to the reaction, and so on). Thus, long conversations between parties are modeled in the form of a react-react loop of utterance acts (initiated by a request or an inform act). As will be discussed further on, certain rules govern communication activities (e.g., a request should always precede a response act).

**Structure of Communication Perspective**

All communication activities are specialized from a root speech activity. In Figure 5, the communication perspective is specialized into “external” activities (utterance acts) and “internal” activities (locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts). As already discussed, an utterance act can be a request, react to request, respond to request, react to sent data, or inform party activity. This set of communication activity types covers all possible utterance acts in a communication process (other frameworks, e.g., [25], identify similar types of communication activities). Concrete utterance acts can be specialized from them.

To achieve coherence between intra- and cross-organizational activities, the internal activities related to the utterance acts have to be specialized next to the utterance acts. The addition of intra-organizational activities to the communication perspective links communication activities to the internal activities associated with them. This is in alignment with the SAT statement that an utterance act should not be separated from the activities performed on the listener’s side.

The level of abstraction of the internal activities in Figure 5 suffices for the goals pursued in the communication perspective with respect to achieving coherence between internal and external activities. For this reason, no further specialization of the internal activities is performed. This is left to the companies, which can define these specializations in the way most appropriate for their business context. For coherent communication between parties, however, the utterance acts require further specialization.

**Specializations of Utterance Acts**

The cross-organizational communications that may take place in the negotiation abstract activity will now be identified. Speech-act theory is used to define a number of specializations of the utterance acts in the high-level view of the communication perspective. The goal is to give an example of the use of SAT and the communication perspective in the definition of concrete activities from the third level of the function perspective. The negotiation abstract activity was selected for its complexity, because its decomposition results in specialization of all utterance activities from the high-level view of the communication perspective. The decomposition of the other abstract activities from the function perspective is performed in an analogous way. The complete set of specializations of the utterance activities that results from the decomposition of all abstract activities is provided in the Appendix.
The parties in the negotiation abstract activity exchange contract offers (or elements of contract offers) until they reach an agreement on a contract or face irresolvable differences and end the negotiation process. Clearly, this activity includes a number of speech acts. The high-level view of the communication perspective is used to identify the utterance acts that may take place in this activity.

Communications can be initiated in both ways—a party may request its counter-party for a contract offer or may send a contract offer as an information activity. We start by identifying the activities in conversations started by a request for a contract offer. In this scenario, one of the parties initially requests a contract offer from the other. This gives the request contract offer specialization of the request utterance act (see Figure 6). In most situations, the requesting party will be the consumer. In some cases, however, the requesting party will be the supplier (e.g., when the consumer is a large company that dictates the contracting process).

As stated elsewhere, the requested party processes and interprets the request and may respond to the contract offer request (see Figure 7). A response can contain the contract offer, can decline the request, or can be of a complex nature (e.g., a commitment to provide a response later on, followed by the response as promised). The response is validated and evaluated (locutionary and illocutionary activities). A reaction to a contract offer may be elaborated and sent (see Figure 8). The reaction can state acceptance of the contract offer, rejection, termination of negotiations, a counter-contract offer, and so on. If a counter-offer is produced, the counter-party processes and interprets the counter-offer and can react on it. This can be repeated until a contract offer is accepted or is rejected with interruption of the negotiation process [14, 28].

A party can also directly send a contract offer without an initial request (see Figure 9). The received response/information message is processed and interpreted and a party may again react to the contract offer. A party needs an identical set of possible reactions to react to a message received either as a response or an inform activity. For example, the party will use an identical set of reactions to react to a respond contract offer request and a send contract offer activity. For this reason, only one reaction to an inform and response message is defined.
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The other communication activities identified in the decomposition of abstract activities are defined in an analogous way (see Appendix). In general, internal activities are not modeled, because they are company-specific. The only perlocutionary activities modeled are either utterance acts or internal activities common to all companies.

The semantics of the contents of messages must be predefined in a message ontology and agreed upon by the communicating parties. For example, the semantics of a reaction to contract offer may be an acceptance, a rejection, a counter-offer, or a termination of negotiations. Ideas from other communication protocols can be used in defining the semantics of the message content. For example, the “Coordinator” system described by Flores et al. and the Library for Speech Acts define communication acts at a lower level of detail and implicitly reach a definition of the semantics of the content of certain messages (e.g., “agree,” “refuse,” “cancel,” “acknowledge,” “counter-offer”) [11, 13].
SAT was used to identify and structure the communication acts in e-contracting. However, the application of SAT for modeling contractual communications between information systems has one more important implication. Modeling of speech acts that take place among information systems requires all direct and indirect speech acts to be modeled explicitly. In contracting, in addition to conveying a message by a speech act, a party may indirectly state its commitment to an activity in the contracting process or to the contract between the parties. A commitment expressed by a party is a legally binding statement and may influence the reaction of the listener. For example, a request for a customization process may mean that if the customization that is requested can be provided, the party commits to start contract negotiations. Similarly, acceptance of a contract offer usually means that the party commits to sign a contract based on the contract offer. This observation does not call for any changes in the structure of the communication perspective as defined earlier. It does, however, lead to the requirement that when a speech act implies commitment, the commitment is explicitly stated in the communication message and can be correctly interpreted by the message receiver. One possible way to address this requirement is by defining a parameter in a message that contains the commitment expressed by the message sender. The parameter will contain information indicating whether a party commits to the execution or nonexecution of a certain task of the e-contracting process or to a clause in the e-contract (or to the complete e-contract). The usage of common process and contract ontologies makes it possible to automate the illocutionary act of interpreting commitments. For operational reasons, a number of other parameters also have to be defined in messages. For example, parameters stating the process ontology that is used and the type of the communication act have to be defined. The results from [10] can be used as a starting point. As message structure and message semantics are beyond the scope of this paper, they will not be discussed any further.

Based on the results in this section (and the complete set of specializations of utterance activities listed in the Appendix), the abstract activities from the function perspective are decomposed and specialized to concrete activities. As stated previously, the cross-organizational activities in the function perspective are all leaf activities in the communication perspective.

**Concrete Activity Level of Function Perspective**

The decomposition and specialization to concrete activities of the abstract activities will now be explained. Further decomposition and specialization of concrete activities to lower levels of abstraction will also be discussed.

**Abstract and Concrete Activities for Information Phase**

As shown in Figure 10, the information phase has two abstract activities, *general preparations* and *partner identification*. 
The general preparations abstract activity comprises elaboration of general provisions, preparation of contract templates, and check of the internal status of the company. These are possible internal activities that a company would execute. They can be further decomposed and specialized to reflect in more detail the company’s specific preparation activities.

For the partner identification concrete activity in the communication perspective (see Appendix), the identified activities are send advertisements, request advertisements, and respond advertisement request activities (utterance activities are represented in gray). In Figure 10, the locutionary, illocutionary, and internal activities to received advertisements are shown as a general activity termed internal activities because these are company-specific activities that must be specialized in the specific company context. A thick, dashed line is used to show that it is a general activity that aggregates several internal activities. The same notation is used in the following subsections.

Abstract and Concrete Activities for Precontracting Phase

The precontracting phase, as shown in Figure 11, has three abstract activities: offer, party information, and customization. These are all communication activities. In other words, they involve a number of utterance acts that may be accompanied by corresponding internal activities. Thus, results from the communication perspective are directly used in their decomposition (see Appendix).

For the offer concrete activity, using the communication perspective, the request for offer accompanied by the respond and react utterance acts and the send offer utterance act have been identified. Message are processed and interpreted by the receiving company, which may perform certain internal activities. Only a general activity that includes the locutionary, illocutionary, and internal activities performed after every utterance act is represented in Figure 11.
Companies must individually define their internal activities related to these utterance acts.

In order to simplify Figure 11, the specializations of the customization and party information concrete activities are not shown. These specializations are defined in the communication perspective and are listed in an analogous way.

Abstract and Concrete Activities for Contracting Phase

Negotiation activities are communication activities. The results from the communication perspective can be used (see Appendix). The identified activities are listed in Figure 12.

If a negotiation ends with an agreed by all parties contract, each company signs the contract. Signing is an internal activity that will take place within any company regardless of the context. That is why it is explicitly specified in the model. Contracts signed internally are sent for signing to the other parties. E-notaries may collect the signatures of the parties and certify the contract. Regardless of the signing protocol, each company receives a contract signed by all the parties. After receiving the final contract, companies perform at least two internal activities. First, they verify signatures, and then, if these are approved, they internally store the contract for future reference. Again, as these internal activities are common to all companies, they are explicitly specified in the model.

Abstract and Concrete Activities for Enactment Phase

The exchange of the agreed in the contract products for a corresponding reward can take place in various ways. For example, in the case of digital goods, the delivery of the goods may be a communication activity, because the goods can
be sent electronically to the buying party. For this reason, these activities are modeled at a high level of abstraction as deliver service/product and deliver reward. Companies must specialize these activities in their context. When these activities involve communication activities, the communication perspective is used for the specialization. During value exchange, parties can exchange enactment data. This communication is modeled via the communication perspective (see Appendix). The resulting concrete activities are shown in Figure 13.

In the monitoring and control concrete activity, a company monitors internally the status of the contract enactment. For monitoring of the status quo at the counter-party, it may request from the counter-party data on the enactment status (a communication activity modeled via the communication perspective). Based on the monitoring results, a party may impose control over the contract enactment. When it is agreed to allow external control (e.g., imposing control on cross-organizational workflows), the control activity becomes a communication activity and has to be specialized using the communication perspective. At any moment, parties can notify each other for certain events (e.g., successfully completed activities) by sending a notification message.

In case of contract noncompliance, a company sends information on the problem to its counter-party. It may request a satisfactory dispute resolution from the counter-party. If the response and subsequent reactions do not lead to a resolution of the problem, a company may request resolution from a third party (e.g., an arbitrator).

The evaluation internal activity results in an evaluation that is stored internally. Companies may share their evaluations with third parties.

**Further Decomposition of Leaf Activities**

The activities identified at the concrete activity level are leaves in the function perspective. This level of decomposition is sufficient for modeling standard
As already mentioned, depending on the business situation, certain activities from the function perspective may have to be further decomposed and specialized. Thus, the defined activity tree can be decomposed to new levels of detail (e.g., domain level, company level, service level). Only leaf activities from the function perspective can be further decomposed and specialized. This follows from the fact that the function perspective represents a complete description of the e-contracting activities at different levels of detail. Each new decomposition and specialization gives a lower level of abstraction. When a concrete activity in the function perspective is specialized to a lower level of detail, and a new cross-organizational communication is identified, the communication perspective is used to define them.

**Operators for Definition of Constraints**

The operators that impose constraints on the execution of activities comprise the third element of the process model. The set of operators presented here is used only to illustrate the role of operators in the process model. Formalization of the operators and verification for their completeness will be the subject of future work.

Figure 14 defines a classification tree of the operators. There are two classes of operators: those that apply to a single activity (unary) and those that apply to two activities (binary). From the unary operators, only the existence operator REQUIRED is considered. A binary operator can define an order, parallelism, or existence constraint. The SEQUENCE operator is defined to express a required sequence of activities, the DURING operator to express parallelism constraints, and the IMPLY operator to define execution dependencies between activities. If additional types of constraints must be imposed, this set can be extended with other types of operators. The operators are defined below.
The REQUIRED operator indicates that the activity given as an argument must be executed for the successful enactment of an e-contracting process. Example: REQUIRED (Value exchange).

The SEQUENCE relation expresses that the execution of \( A_1 \) has to precede that of \( A_2 \). This relation does not require the execution of the activities. The SEQUENCE operator can be extended to define the sequence of more than two activities; for example, SEQUENCE (\( A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n \)). This extension is used only to reduce excessive writing. Example: SEQUENCE (Offer, Negotiation) shows that if the two activities are executed, the execution of the Offer activity has to precede the execution of the Negotiation activity.

The IMPLY relation expresses that if activity \( A_2 \) is executed, then activity \( A_1 \) is executed as well. Or, in other words, \( A_2 \) implies \( A_1 \). A condition may indicate when the implication is valid. Example: IMPLY (Signing and storing, Negotiation) states that if a Signing and storing activity is executed, then this implies the execution of the Negotiation activity.

The DURING relation requires activity \( A_1 \) to be executed during the execution of \( A_2 \). The DURING operator can be extended for more than two activities. DURING (\( A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n \), \( B_1 \)) states that the activities \( A_1, \ldots, A_n \) have to be executed during the execution of activity \( B_1 \). Example: DURING (Monitoring and control, Value exchange) states that the activity Monitoring and control has to be executed during the execution of the Value exchange activity.

It is important to note that a number of constraints apply on all e-contracting scenarios. For example, the constraint IMPLY (Signing and storing, Negotiation) is independent of the business context. Similarly, a number of basic relations exist between speech acts. For example, a request activity is associated with a processing and interpretation activity, the processing and interpretation activity is related to perlocutionary activities, and so on. These constraints on communication activities apply on all e-contracting scenarios and consequently are an integral part of the model. For reasons of space, they are not presented in this paper.
Construction and Usage of E-Contracting Process Specification

The e-contracting process model supports companies in the specification of various, flexible e-contracting processes. As will be explained below, the proposed model can be applied for the elaboration and use of e-contracting process specifications in business relations.

Process Specification Construction

A party constructing an e-contracting process specification starts by identifying the activity leaves in the function perspective that will be included in the process definition. The phase and abstract activity levels of the function perspective are used to guide parties to the required branches of the concrete activity level. The communication perspective is used to facilitate the selection of concrete communication activities. The constraints defined over the communication activities are used in selecting the proper set of activities. The identification of leaf activities is a time-consuming process, but can be facilitated by previously defined specifications. This step may require additional decomposition of some of the leaf activities in the function perspective. When decomposition reveals cross-organizational activities, the communication perspective is used together with the defined constraints on communication activities. Companies make use of the set of operators defined in the model to set constraints on the identified activities. Then events—internal, external, or both—that trigger the identified leaf activities are specified [5].

In certain scenarios, companies can go one step further and define fully structured e-contracting process specifications. This is possible in contexts where the e-contracting process does not vary in the different business scenarios and all parties in the domain stick to a common, predefined e-contracting scenario. Another situation that allows usage of structured e-contracting process specifications is when the company has a significant influence over the trading relation and can dictate the contracting process. Structured process specifications can be defined by using the function and communication perspectives to identify the activities and then applying traditional process-modeling techniques, such as activity diagrams (part of UML) or Petri nets. Activity diagrams are used in the leading standardizing cross-organizational processes (e.g., ebXML and RosettaNet). Techniques from structured process modeling can also be used to specify a part of the e-contracting process. For example, if a company’s internal activities do not require a high degree of flexibility, they can be specified using activity diagrams.

This set of steps for the construction of e-contracting process specifications will require adequate tool support. A software module for the construction of contracting process specifications is required to facilitate the identification of leaf activities and check process specifications. This module will be part of the design module of an e-contracting management system. It should be able to interface with the e-contracting management system (to export specifications).
Process Specification Usage

A company executing the information phase may find an advertisement that matches its requirements. The activities supported by the company and its matching party and the constraints applied on them are then compared, preferably in an automated manner. The result of this comparison is a statement indicating whether the process specifications of the two companies allow them to engage in a common e-contracting process (the common e-contracting process starts from the precontracting phase). However, it may be that the two specifications do not fully match or even have discrepancies. The differences between specifications may be in different sets of identified activities, at different levels of abstraction (e.g., a company may have specialized certain activities from the third level of the function perspective), different constraints applied on activities, and so on. In such cases, the process specifications have to be aligned (preferably in an automated manner). Different strategies can be applied for the alignment. For example, a company might accept the additional activities defined by the other party (union alignment); the other company might remove the additional defined activities (intersection alignment), and so on. The strategies will depend on the specific situation. The process of alignment is beyond the scope of this paper. Once the two process specifications are aligned, each company can start executing its part from the aligned e-contracting process specification.

Application of Model in the Telegraaf Case

As a practical example to complement the theoretical explanation in the preceding section, the proposed e-contracting process model will be used to specify part of the e-contracting process at Telegraaf. The activities performed by Telegraaf in its current contracting process are the foundation for the e-contracting process definition. The discussion will concentrate on part of the enactment phase because of the larger number of activities that may take place in this phase (see Figure 13) and consequently the greater complexity of creating a process specification.

Identification of Leaf activities in Enactment Phase

As was discussed above, the first step for a process designer is to identify the leaf activities from the function perspective performed by Telegraaf in the enactment phase. The abstract and concrete activities of the enactment phase in the function perspective are used at this stage. According to Figure 13, three abstract activities are part of the enactment phase: Value exchange, Monitoring and control, and Evaluation. Next, the designer investigates the concrete activities that may be performed by Telegraaf in the Value exchange abstract activity.

During the value exchange, the parties exchange the agreed values and the information required for the exchange. As explained earlier, Telegraaf
must publish the agreed number of impressions of advertisement(s) and receive the corresponding financial reward. Thus, the “Deliver service” and “Deliver reward” concrete activities (see Figure 13) must be included in the process specification by Telegraaf. For convenience, the process designer may rename the “Deliver service” concrete activity Make impressions and the “Deliver reward” concrete activity Make payment. The underlining of the Make payment activity indicates that it has to be performed by Telegraaf’s client. This activity is included in the process specification by Telegraaf in order to allow process alignment between Telegraaf and its clients. Thus, a client that wants to advertise at Telegraaf is required by Telegraaf to support this activity (and the constraints applied on it). According to Figure 13, data related to the exchange of values may be exchanged. In this business case, Telegraaf must receive and check the advertisement(s) for compliance with its requirements and send an invoice to the client. Thus, two conversations must be modeled. Both conversations follow the “inform” style. Telegraaf requires its client to send information (Send advertisements). Telegraaf will process and interpret the message (each received message must be processed and interpreted, but to make the discussion less complex, locutionary and illocutionary activities are omitted from the example process specification in this section). Telegraaf will perform the Check advertisements perlocutionary activity as a reaction to the customer’s message. If necessary, it may also perform the Change advertisements internal activity. Telegraaf has to react to the advertisements (i.e., it may reject or accept the advertisement). Note that this activity is identified thanks to the communication perspective and was omitted in the initial presentation of the case earlier in the paper. Telegraaf will prepare an invoice as an internal activity that precedes the second conversation and will send the invoice (Prepare invoice, Send invoice). As Telegraaf does not anticipate any reaction to its invoice, it does not model a reaction activity to the send invoice activity. Finally, the following concrete activities are identified: Send advertisements; Check advertisements; Change advertisements; React to advertisements; Make impressions; Prepare invoice; Send invoice; Make payment.

This short example illustrates the usage of the function and communication perspectives. A process designer follows in a top-down manner the decomposition of each phase to abstract activities and the decomposition of each abstract activity to concrete activities to identify the activities applicable for the business context of the company. If a conversation must be defined, the process designer selects the communication style(s) that will be supported by the party, and defines the utterance, locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary activities that the parties may perform. The process designer may define specializations of the leaf activities in the function perspective. For example, in the case of Telegraaf, the Send enactment data activity was specialized to Send advertisements and Send invoice activities. The other activities from the Telegraaf process are identified in an analogous way.

**Definition of Constraints**

The constraints listed below are defined on the concrete activities identified in the preceding subsection:
C1. SEQUENCE (Send advertisements, Check advertisements).
C2. IMPLY (Send advertisements, Check advertisements).
C3. SEQUENCE (Check advertisements, React to advertisements).
C4. IMPLY (Check advertisements, React to advertisements).
C5. SEQUENCE (Check advertisements, Change advertisements).
C6. IMPLY (React to advertisements, Make impressions, ads approved).
C7. SEQUENCE (Prepare invoice, Send invoice, Make payment).
C8. IMPLY (Prepare invoice, Send invoice).
C9. IMPLY (Send invoice, Make payment).
C10. REQUIRED (Send advertisements).

C1 states that activities Send advertisements, Check advertisements are executed in this sequence. C2 states that if a client sends an advertisement, Telegraaf must check it. C3 and C4 state that after checking the advertisements, Telegraaf must inform its client whether it accepts or rejects the advertising material. C5 states that if Change advertisement is to be executed, it is executed after the advertisements are checked. C6 states that if the advertisements are approved, advertising may start (as scheduled in the contract). Analogously, C7, C8, and C9 define the sequence of execution and implication of activities. C10 states that the client must send the advertisements for contract enactment to take place.

Constraints are defined analogously on the other activities from the process used by Telegraaf.

Discussion

The e-contracting process model used above to define a part of the e-contracting process specification of Telegraaf. The application of the model showed that the combination of communication and function perspectives facilitates the identification of concrete activities in an e-contracting process, minimizing the risk of omitting concrete activities from the process specification.

The model allows the definition of a complete e-contracting process of Telegraaf (related to Requirement 1). In this case, a number of utterance acts (e.g., the Send enactment data activity) from the function perspective had to be additionally specialized. Thus, as already discussed, the proposed process model can be further elaborated by providing lower levels of detail that reflect domain or company specifics (related to Requirement 2). The flexibility of the model allowed the definition of a process specification specifically for the context of Telegraaf (related to Requirement 3). The usage of constraints on activities instead of fully structured processes allowed the definition of a flexible e-contracting process, allowing Telegraaf to decide on the execution of certain activities or on the sequence of their execution depending on the context of a specific scenario (related to Requirement 4). For example, according to the process specification, Telegraaf may send the invoice at any point in time (prior to, during, or after the advertising campaign takes place). The model allows Telegraaf to define a set of required communication activities that a counter-party must support. The usage of the communication perspective
by both Telegraaf and its client is a foundation for coherent communications between them during e-contracting (related to Requirement 5). In addition, the usage of speech-act theory as a foundation of the communication perspective allowed seamless integration between the external and internal activities of Telegraaf (related to Requirement 6).

Thus, the example shows that the e-contracting process model can be applied for the definition of an e-contracting process in the case of Telegraaf. It shows that in this case the model addresses the six requirements defined earlier in the paper. The model will have to be applied for e-contracting process specification in different business domains to prove its applicability and compliance with the identified requirements.

**Comparison with Related Work**

The e-contracting process model will now be compared to analogous models in two established standardization frameworks, RosettaNet and ebXML [8, 26]. The discussion will also consider a specific proprietary development, Solution Composer, a business-modeling tool developed by SAP AG, a leading company in this domain, which provides an e-business platform that supports internal business processes and collaborations between companies.

**RosettaNet**

In RosettaNet, a three-level hierarchy of the activities of companies is defined [267]. The hierarchy is built by decomposing the domain of e-business supply-chain activities. The e-business supply-chain domain is divided into clusters, and the clusters are divided into segments, each of which contains one or more Partner Interface Processes (PIPs). A PIP is a leaf of the decomposition tree. The three levels of decomposition of the e-business supply-chain activities have roles similar to the three levels of abstraction in the function perspective of the proposed model—achieving completeness by gradually reducing abstraction. The level of abstraction of PIPs is comparable to the level of concrete activities in our function perspective. A PIP specifies the business roles for a given business process, the conversation activities between the roles, and the business documents exchanged by the partners. A PIP provides a conversation specification by defining the communication activities in a structured process. In RosettaNet, two communication patterns exist: request-response pairs of activities and notification activities. A PIP includes only one pattern. Thus, a party is not allowed to apply “push” behavior in a PIP that employs the request-response pattern. This limits the communication flexibility of parties. The communication pattern in the proposed model only applies constraint on the activities and gives maximum flexibility for communication to the contracting parties. Also in contrast to RosettaNet, it allows more complex conversations to be defined and performed in the form of a react-react pattern.

Unlike the approach proposed in this paper, RosettaNet gives no attention to internal business processes and their relation to cross-organizational
processes. As a result, it only defines communication activities, whereas our approach describes the complete e-contracting process.

RosettaNet provides a “semi-structured” process model. That is to say, communications between parties are specified as structured processes, but there are no constraints (or operators for definition of constraints) on the relations between PIPs. In some PIPs, relations to other PIPs are briefly mentioned in a free text format.

**ebXML**

In ebXML, the Business Process Specification Schema (BPSS) provides a framework for the specification of business processes [8]. A Collaboration Protocol Profile (CPP) defines the capabilities and requirements of a party in a possible e-commerce process. The CPP embeds or references the party’s Business Process Specification. Two parties that want to establish business relations compare their CPPs. The intersection of the CPPs that is mutually agreed on defines the Collaboration Protocol Agreement (CPA) [9].

The business transaction choreography in BPSS defines the order in which transactions are executed. The rules that define the order of activity execution are based on activity diagram control flow concepts (e.g., transition guards). Business collaborations in BPSS may contain a set of business activities. A business activity can be a business transaction or a business collaboration. Transactions are atomic units that cannot be further decomposed. The decomposition of the business collaborations, similar to the approach in the function perspective, provides a way to reduce the complexity of process specifications. However, the use of activity diagram control flow concepts implies structured business processes, which limits the flexibility of parties. Our e-contracting process model allows the definition of flexible e-contracting process specifications. The communication pattern that guarantees coherent communication between parties in BPSS is simpler than in our approach. The only possible communication in a business transaction is through request-response pairs of activities. Responses in these pairs are optional. Thus, a request without a response in BPSS is equivalent to an inform activity in our communication pattern. A series of request-response pairs that simulate a two-way conversation between parties is equivalent to a request followed by a response followed by an arbitrary number of reactions. Although the communication pattern in BPSS is simpler in its definition, the requirement for each response activity to be preceded by a request activity can unnecessarily complicate conversations between parties. In contrast to ebXML, our proposed approach gives explicit attention to coupling between internal and external activities.

**SAP Solution Composer**

The composer tool provided by SAP (www.sap.com) is an example of a proprietary solution for business modeling. This tool is intended for the construction of process specifications. It does not prescribe a modeling method.
In addition to the modeling tool, SAP provides predefined industry-specific and cross-industry business process models that can be used as templates for the creation of concrete business processes. However, they are not flexible and imply specific choices. For example, in the Request for Quotation (RfQ) model, the consumer publishes a RfQ, evaluates the received responses, and sends notification to the supplier with the best offer. Since the model is predefined, it does not allow a request for customization or for more information to be sent to one or more of the suppliers in order to obtain a personalized quotation or information not given in the offer.

The set of predefined models is incomplete because contract negotiation and establishment are not part of the processes it describes. A taxonomy is used to structure the list of predefined business models. The criteria for the classification of the processes in the taxonomy are ambiguous and do not allow easy identification of the models. Relations between different process specifications are not elaborated.

**Conclusions**

Business-to-business contracting processes are strongly influenced by the business and legal contexts. In consequence, contracting processes are characterized as complex and variable. Contracting parties must adapt their contracting processes to the context.

This paper defines an e-contracting process model. The model is based on two perspectives and on a set of operators that define constraints. It allows the definition of complete, detailed, and flexible contracting process specifications, and facilitates the seamless integration of cross-organizational and internal contracting activities. The model’s applicability and compliance with the requirements of an e-contracting process model was demonstrated by applying it to the e-contracting process for on-line advertising of the Dutch news medium *Telegraaf*. Specifications created with the model serve as a foundation for the automated management of diverse and flexible contracting relations. Flexible IT support of trading relations will lead to greater popularity and endorsement of electronic contracting by businesses that currently view it as a restrictive and inflexible solution.

The model proposed here can also be used to analyze existing contracting process specifications. Omissions and inconsistencies can be discovered, and existing process specifications can be improved.

The development of an e-contracting system that supports flexible e-contracting process specifications is a logical next step. Work on the design of a detailed, multi-level, reference architecture for e-contracting is currently being finalized.
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Appendix

The complete set of specializations of utterance activities is presented below. These specializations were defined by identifying cross-organizational communications in the abstract activities (second level of detail of the function perspective) and decomposing them using the SAT framework.

The request activities are shown in Figure 15. In addition to requests to counter-parties, companies can also send requests to third parties (e.g., external brokers). Request activities that can be targeted to third parties are represented with a dotted pattern.

For each request, there is a corresponding response. Figure 16 presents the specializations of the respond utterance act.

Figure 17 presents the specializations of the inform activity.

Figure 18 shows specializations of the react activity.

As is apparent from the list of react activities, a number of inform and respond activities do not have a corresponding react activity (e.g., the send advertisement inform activity). The reason for this is that these inform and respond activities cannot invoke an external react activity, but would rather have an internal reaction or an external reaction in the form of the utterance

Figure 15. Communication Perspective: Specializations of Request Utterance Activity

Figure 16. Communication Perspective: Specializations of Respond Utterance Activity
act initiating a new conversation. For example, the *send advertisement* activity can only trigger certain internal processes or the start of an offer exchange.
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